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Ban on entry into Sweden from theBan on entry into Sweden from the
United Kingdom and DenmarkUnited Kingdom and Denmark

The Government decided today* to severely restrict possibilities
to travel from the United Kingdom and Denmark to Sweden. The
entry ban from the United Kingdom is due to the spread and
mutation of COVID-19 that have been reported there. The entry
ban from Denmark is mainly to reduce the risk of congestion and
the spread of the virus in shopping centres and restaurants in
Skåne County.

“The reason for such strong measures is naturally that we must try to
prevent further spread of COVID-19 and that more people in our society are
falling ill,” says Mikael Damberg, Minister for Home Affairs.

An initial measure preventing flights from the United Kingdom will enter into
force today*. An entry ban from the United Kingdom and Denmark will enter
into force from midnight today and apply until 21 January 2021 or until
further notice.

The ban primarily means that everyone travelling from the United Kingdom
or Denmark, except for Swedish citizens, will be refused entry if they
attempt to enter Sweden. Exemptions will be possible for people
transporting goods or similar. People from Denmark who work or live in
Sweden may also be exempted.

Swedish citizens have an unconditional right to enter Sweden and
accordingly will not be affected by the entry ban.

The aim of these measures is to prevent further spread of the virus and the
potential spread of new strains to Sweden.

* Monday, 21 December 2020

Questions

The media and journalists should contact the relevant press secretary. 
For all other questions, please contact the switchboard on tel. + 46 8 405 10 00 or send an
email to ministry's senior registry clerk.

! email to Ministry of Justice via senior registry clerk

Press contact

Sofie Rudh
Acting Press Secretary to the Minister for Home Affairs Mikael Damberg 
Phone (switchboard) +46 8 405 10 00 
Mobile +46 72 545 74 21 
" email to Sofie Rudh

Do you have questions?

Questions from the public about the
practical application of the ban on
travel to Sweden are answered by the
Police.

! Swedish Police website #

! The Swedish Police: Frequently
asked questions about the
temporary entry ban to the EU via
Sweden #

! The Swedish Police: Entry ban to
Sweden from UK, Denmark and
Norway #

! The Public Health Agency of Sweden
website #

! Krisinformation.se (Emergency
information from Swedish
authorities) #
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